Introduction
In 12], L. Solomon introduced a remarkable family of algebras associated with Coxeter groups. In the special case of symmetric groups, these are called descent algebras and have been studied since then by various authors. A surprising number of intricate and fascinating results have been obtained during the last decade (see, e.g., 1], 6], 7, 5.], 11, 9.] ). For any positive integer n, the descent algebra n is a subalgebra of the group ring KS n and may be described as the K-linear span of the elements the direct K-algebra sum of all n . The ground ring K will throughout be assumed to be a eld of characteristic 0. For every associative K-algebra A we put (0) (A) := A and de ne inductively (j+1) (A) to be the ideal generated by all elements xy ? yx (x 2 (j) (A); y 2 A). Then ( (j) (A)) j 0 is called the lower central series of A.
In this paper we give a K-linear isomorphism ! of the free associative algebra A of countable rank onto such that (i) (j) (A) is mapped onto (Rad ) j for all j 0, (ii) the multihomogeneous components of A are mapped onto a direct decomposition of into indecomposable left ideals. Furthermore, we investigate the composition structure of by describing the irreducible n -modules and their occurrence in any principal indecomposable n -module, for all n. If B is any Poincar e-Birkho -Witt basis of A, then B!\(Rad ) j is a basis of (Rad ) j , for every non-negative integer j. In particular, we obtain a complete description of the Cartan matrix of n .
The results of 4] are of crucial importance for this paper.
Principal indecomposable n -modules and irreducible n -modules
Let N be the free monoid over the alphabet N = f1; 2; 3; : : :g. We put N 0 := N f0g and m := fi j i 2 N; i mg for all m 2 Z. For every nite set A, we write S A for the symmetric group on A and set S m := S m . For every q; r 2 N we write qr for the concatenation of q and r. The j-th letter of the word q 2 N will be denoted by q j . If q = q 1 q k 2 N ; (k 2 N 0 ), we set sum(q) := P j2k q j 2 N 0 . If sum(q) = n, then q is called a decomposition of n, k its length , for which we use the notation q j = n; jqj = k resp. Putting Q j := (q 1 + + q j?1 ) + q j for all j 2 k, we set S q := f j 2 S n ; j Q j is increasing, for all j 2 k g and X q := f j 2 S n ; Q j = Q j ; j Q j has a unique local minimum, for all j 2 k g : The defect of any permutation 2 S n is de ned by d( ) := jfj j j 2 n ? 1 ; j > (j + 1) gj :
Then f q j q j = ng is a K-basis of n ( 12] ). If q = q 1 q k , r = r 1 r`j = n, then q and r are congruent modulo the Jacobson radical Rad n of n if and only if r is associate to q, i.e., if and only if k =`and there exists a permutation % 2 S k such that %q := q 1% q k% coincides with r. In this case we write q r. The set f! q j q j = ng is also a K-basis of n , and q := n ! q is an indecomposable left ideal of n , for every q j = n ( 4, 1.2,1.3]). A partition is a word p 2 N such that p 1 p 2 : : :, and if p is a partition such that sum(p) = n, we write p`n. For later use, we record the following elementary fact:
The number of all partitions p of length k such that (1) p j m for all j 2 k is equal to m + k ? 1 k ! for every m; k 2 N 0 . For every word q 2 N there exists a unique partition p such that p q. We have n = M q`n q for all n 2 N : (2) If q = q 1 q k j = n, we set q? :
(a j (q)!) where a j (q) := jfi j i 2 k ; q i = jgj. Then q := 1 q? ! q is an idempotent generator of the indecomposable left ideal q of n ( 4, 1.3, (27)]). Therefore it is a primitive idempotent, and (Rad n ) q =Rad( n q ) is the unique maximal element of the set of all left ideals of n which are properly contained in q ( 5, 41.2, 45.7] ). In general, we write RadM for the intersection of all maximal submodules of a module M, and we set Rad (0) M := M; Rad (j) M :=Rad(Rad (j?1) M) for all j 2 N. By 4, 1.6], q r mod Rad n if and only if q r, for any q; r j = n. It follows that fRad n + p j p`ng is the set of primitive idempotents of n =Rad n . In particular, for all q; r j = n q r 2 Rad n if and only if q 6 r : (3) For all q j = n we set M q := (Rad n + h q i)=Rad n . Then fM p j p`ng is a complete set of irreducible n -modules. (As n =Rad n is commutative, there is no distinction between irreducible representations and antirepresentations of n , i.e., between irreducible n -right modules and left modules.) By means of (3), the following proposition is readily veri ed. (4) From 4, 1.5] we conclude that r q = 0 for all q; r j = n such that q 6j r (5) (where q 6j r means, as usual, that q j r does not hold). If " 1 ; : : :; " m are idempotents of an associative algebra such that i > j implies " i " j = 0, then the elements " (k) := (1?" 1 ) : : : (1?" k?1 )" k ; k 2 m , are a system of mutually orthogonal idempotents, and " i (" (1) + + " (m) ) = " i = (" (1) (6) This is a consequence of (2) For every q j = n we have q 2 q \ P q . (In fact, from 4, 1.5] it follows that h q i K = q \ P q .) Hence the algebra h q i K is a complement of Rad q in q and of Rad P q in P q . Therefore we have q =Rad q = M q = P q =Rad P q (as n -modules) : (7) Now 5, 45.7] implies that, for any q; r j = n, q = r (as n -left modules) () q r (8) () P q = P r (as n -right modules).
In 1989, the rst decomposition of n into principle indecomposable submodules was discovered and analyzed by A. M. Garsia and C. Reutenauer 6] . In the following we shall consider brie y its connection with the decomposition f q j q`ng. For all q j = n let , where products of permutations are read from right to left,~ q is, of course, a right ideal.) By the Krull-Schmidt theorem there exists a permutation of the set of all partitions of n such that q =~ q as n -modules, for all q`n. By (8) and (2), is uniquely determined. We shall prove that, for all r; q j = n, r ! q m r q ! q mod Rad n ; (11) where m r q is the cardinality of the set M r q of all matrices over N 0 such that the sum of all rows is q, the sum of all columns is r, and each column contains a unique non-zero element. Hence the linear mappings c q : n ! K such that c q ( r ) = m r q for all r j = n also constitute the set of all irreducible characters of n . A closer look shows that this second description is essentially a short version of that given in 1, Proof. Let q = q 1 q k ; r = r 1 r`j = n. We have to show that r (C q ) = m r q : (12) Let Y be a Young subgroup of S n of type S r 1 S r`, and let R 1 ; : : :; Rb e the orbits of Y in n, jR i j = r i for all i 2`. Then S := f j 2 S n ; j R i is increasing for all i 2`g is a right transversal of Y in S n . Let The foregoing proposition shows that (m r q ) q;r`n is the table of the Young characters of S n . It is remarkable that the numbers m r q are also given through the following formula: (13), we obtain the asserted formula. Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume that = q . We know that there exists a partitionq of n such that c( q ) = char Cq . We have to show that q =q. For any r`n we have m rq char Cq = r (C~q)char Cq by (12) = r char Cq = c( r q ) = c(m r) by (11) = m r q char Cq :
Therefore, m rq = m r q for all r`n. In particular, m= m6 = 0 and m~= m~6 = 0. Henceq j q j q, i.e., q =q. 2 
Lower Loewy factors and Poincar e-Birkho -Witt bases
We now consider the free associative K-algebra of countable rank KN , the semigroup algebra of N over K. The K-linear mapping !: KN ! such that q!= ! q for all q 2 N is a vector space isomorphism, and D n != n for all n 2 N 0 . 1 (i) M r is isomorphic to a composition factor of the n -module Rad (j) q =Rad (j+1) q .
(ii) j = jqj ? jrj, and there exists a power-free decomposition of r which is associate to q, (iii) M q is isomorphic to a composition factor of the n -module Rad (j) P r =Rad (j+1) P r .
As a rst step of the proof, we shall show that (i) implies the rst and part of the second condition in (ii). For any q; r j = n we show (i) implies that j = jqj ? jrj and q j r : We will continue the proof of 2.4 at a later stage as we need some more preparations.
2.5 Proposition. Let n be a positive integer, q; r j = n; jqj jrj; h := jqj ? jrj. Let be an idempotent of n such that r mod Rad n , and let be a left ideal of n isomorphic to q . Then Our next aim is to exhibit a basis of a vector space complement of Rad (h+1) q in r;q . In this manner we shall obtain bases of n which are compatible with the Loewy series of every left ideal q (see 2.6(b)). Moreover, thanks to 2.5(d), this will lead to an explicit formula for the Cartan invariant c r;q , i.e., for the multiplicity of M r in a composition series of q . With respect to the lexicographically decreasing order of the set of all partitions of n, we obtain from (16) and (4) the following:
The Cartan matrix (c r;q ) r;q`n is upper triangular, (18) and c q;q = 1 for all q`n:
Let N ( ) be the free magma over the set N and KN ( ) the free K-algebra generated by N. Then the identity mapping of N extends uniquely to a magma epimorphism of N ( ) onto N and to an algebra homomorphism of KN ( ) into the Lie algebra (KN ; +; ). The image L := (KN ( ) ) is a free Lie algebra of countable rank, by 2, 2. The linear extension of ` to KN is known as the Dynkin mapping. It is easily seen that L is generated as a K-vector space by the set N ` , but no subset B of N is known for which B ` is a K-basis of L. 
The rst inclusion follows directly from 4, 1 
because ! r q \ Rad (h+1) q = r q \ Rad (h+1) q = 0 by 2.5(b).
From (2) and (17) we conclude that n = P q;r`n ! r q . Hence, by (26) 
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Now it is easy to obtain the statements corresponding to 2.7 for the right ideals P r .
2.8 Corollary. Let n be a positive integer, q; r`n.
(a) The multiplicity of M q in a composition series of P r is equal to c r;q . (b) M q is isomorphic to a composition factor of P r if and only if there exists a power-free decomposition of r which is associate to q.
Proof. (a) follows from 1.1(b) and the equation P= r n q = r q . By Proof. As all irreducible n -modules are one-dimensional, we have P r`n c r;q = dim K q for all q j = n, and also P q`n c r;q = dim K P r for all r`n, by 2.8(a).
Since f! _ q j _g is a K-basis of q ( 4, 1.3]), the second equation in (a) follows. It remains to show the second equation in (b). We have P r = r n = L q`n r q , hence dim P r = P q`n dim K r q = P q`n jB r q j = jB r j for every Poincar e-Birkho -Witt basis B, by (27) . We now choose the same basis B as in the proof of 2.7(a). Then there exists a bijection of B r onto the set f(w 1]; : : :; w `]) j w i] 2 B; w i] j = r i ; w 1] w `]g, where`:= jrj.
An application of (1) yields the claim.
Proof of 2.4. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from (16) and 2.7(b).
To prove the equivalence with (iii), we show rst:
(iii) implies that j = jqj ? jrj :
If (iii) holds, then 0 6 = P r ! q = ! r q , hence jqj jrj. We put h := jqj?jrj and obtain Rad (h+1) P r \P r ! q Rad (h+1) n \! r q = 0; P r ! q Rad (h) q \P r Rad (h) P r ; by 2.5(b). Therefore neither Rad (h+1) P r nor P r =Rad (h) P r has a composition factor isomorphic to M q . Hence h = j, proving (29). Now the equivalence of (iii) and (ii) follows from (29) and 2.8(b).
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